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Step one: Revising your thesis

– Many incomplete or confusing thesis statements.

– Always be asking why, so, how, and if that, what?

– Look at your peer edit comments and start to tweak.



Thesis Statement

– Undoubtedly the most important part of your 

entire essay!

– A thesis statement is “a basic argument” that 

clearly articulates what the thesis is expected to 

demonstrate

– Think of it as the foundation of a house

– If your foundation is weak and poorly 

constructed, what do you think happens to the 

house?





TWO PARTS



Part 1:  CLAIM

– This is the part of the thesis 

that contains your opinion

– is your interpretation of the 

piece of literature

– This is the “WHAT” part of the 

thesis



Part 2: Evidence

– Where you mention specific pieces of evidence you will 

discuss to PROVE your CLAIM

– Should include 2-3 HTRLAP(ex: characterization or irony) 

and/or evidence from biographical information.

– Evidence should be listed in the ORDER OF THE ESSAY as it 

outlines the body paragraphs

– This is the “WHY” part of the thesis

– Why should we care?  Why is your claim important? Your 

thesis should answer the “so what?” question



Break free

– The sentence starter can be revised

– Redundancy

– Wordiness

– Clarity



Crafting an outline: Intro 

Paragraph

– Intro Paragraph: 

– Introduce the author

– Give a brief summary of the work

– Combine to produce a thesis statement



Sample: Romeo and Juliet

I. Intro Paragraph

A. Play written by William Shakespeare in 1594

B. Time of rebirth and renewed social focus on love

C. Tells the story of lovers doomed by their own impetuous nature

D. Thesis: With Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare is laying out an argument for his 

audience that shows his own personal feeling about the destructive nature of 

romantic love, and encourages his audience to avoid it at all costs.



Intro paragraph don’ts

– 1. Don’t start with:

– A question

– A dictionary definition

– A personal anecdote

– A quote



Intro paragraph don’ts

– 2. Don’t summarize the entire work

– 3. Don’t compare it to other works

– 4. Don’t start each sentence with the same word



Body Paragraph outline: Topic 

sentences

– Each body paragraph need to start with a topic sentence that shows a clear 

progression of ideas

– Transitional ideas are more important than transition words

– Topic sentences lay out what will be discussed in that paragraph

– Topic sentences need to tie back to the thesis as well as the points laid out 

before them



Body Paragraph outline: Sample

II. Shakespeare was no stranger to the problems of romantic  

entanglements.

A.  Forced into a marriage due to pregnancy (Smith 5).

i. Had to marry wife because she was pregnant

B. Parallels Juliet’s forced marriage (Shakespeare 3.1 115).

C. Shakespeare is building from his own life experience to show 

the dangers. 



Outline: Conclusion  

– Restated thesis

– Reflection on how to read the work now



Thesis Examples:

– On Next Slides



EXAMPLES:

– “Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn is a 

great American novel.”

– Problem?

-An opinion about the 

novel, NOT an argument



EXAMPLES:

– “In Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain develops a 

contrst between life on the river and live on the 

shore.”

– Problem? 

-Doesn’t answer the “so what?” question-what is 

the point of the contrast?  What does the 

contrast signify?



EXAMPLES:

– “Through its contrasting river and shore scenes, Twain’s 

Huckleberry Finn suggests that to find true expression of 

American ideals, one must leave ‘civilized’ society and go back 

to nature.”

-Looks GREAT!  

-Presents an interpretation of a literary work based 

on an analysis of the content AND answers the “so 

what” question.



REMEMBER:

–A thesis statement is an 

assertion, not a statement of 

fact or an observation


